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Ancient Truth is the first book in the Line of Blood Saga.It is an alternative vision of history based on

the theories about an alien colonization of Earth even before the apparition of the Homo Sapiens.In

it, history, myths, religious tales and even urban legends are blended to create a new and original

story.Modern characters alternate with ancient ones, to guide the reader on a unique journey. Aside

the original conquerors of Earth, the mythological deities called Anunnaki, other alien species take

their place, forging the path of early man.Together with aliens, various kinds of monsters and

mythological beings are also present in the story. The events take place in legendary locations, with

a large use of mythological artifacts and books.Many of the character names are recognizable,

important figures of mythology, religion and history.Of course, they live and behave very differently

than their namesakes.Ancient Truth and the entire Line of Blood Saga are, in the end, works of

fantasy, in which, the only Ã¢â‚¬Å“truthÃ¢â‚¬Â• is the introspection on the human soul, the interior

struggle man faces, forced between the choice of good and evil.
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As a fan of the History Channel program, ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Ancient Aliens,ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• I



immediately recognized what the author was up to from this novelÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s otherwise

enigmatic cover. For those of you who may be uninitiated, it relates to theories that our origins as a

species on Earth actual hail from extraterrestrials who visited this planet in the distant past. (Of

course, if youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re religious and give the credit to God you need to admit that by

definition God actually is an extraterrestrial.)The author has a strong, entertaining narrative style

that keeps you turning the pages. HeÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s bitten off a lot of speculative history and

itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s comforting to know that this is but the first of an untold number of stories he

intends to write on the same subject.I thought the romance element was a little on the sappy side

but since the author is Italian itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s forgivable. I would have liked more detailed

descriptions of the various exotic locations and aliens but it did flow as if Jack were sitting there in

my living room telling me the story. The main characters got somewhat lost in favor of Enlil, Enki,

Anu and the Annunaki in general, but it was quite entertaining to read his interpretation of these

infamous mythological (?) figures and speculate on whether their origin might indeed be buried

somewhere in ancient truth.

I have to thank this wonderful new author for giving me the opportunity to participate with the

illustrations in this very exciting and breathtaking first part of this story. I have to say I just love how

two worlds collide in a new and interesting perspective which is just an intro to the rest of the Saga. I

love the description of the characters and transitions in the story, especially the unexpected twists

that keep you chained to the book. Once read, I kept thinking: I want to read the sequel!

Jack Goodwind masterfully crafts an incredible world and an intriguing story. He weaves together

storylines from the past and the present with impressive skill. If you like supernatural mysteries

involving Aliens, Angels, Demons, vampires and monsters, you'll love this book. I don't want to give

any of the plot away, but Jack puts a very interesting spin on some established myths and legends,

Very inventive, action packed and even humorous at times, If you like sci-fi or urban fantasy, you'll

like this book.

It's just a disjointed story about nothing you have ever heard of. I got sucked in with the mention of

Sitchin. But he must be rolling over in his grave. I did get halfway through the book before I gave up,

and I never did figure out why the three main characters are even there.

From ancient aliens to modern humankind. A wonderful and fascinating journey on the possible



origins of the human race between science fiction and intriguing mysteries.I liked it.

Interesting story line. I felt it moved a little slow. I liked the good vs evil theme and the little good and

little evil in all

bought this book, just because the second one had some decent reviews....don't think I can get

through this one...don't waste your money...

It was decent and easy to follow and read.
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